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Meaning of Yoga

Historically, this term refers to a wide range of

bodily postures that have been transmitted by

teachers in India for thousands of years. Many of

these postures or asana have been defined by the

classic Hatha Yoga tradition, the tradition in which

the word Yoga comes from. Hatha means union,

“Ha” means sun and “tha” means moon. Therefore

“Hatha Yoga” means a balanced union, a system

for creating the balanced well being of the total

person as Yoga joins the mind, body, and spirit into

a balanced whole.



While we are on the path to achieve our

highest spiritual potential, asana practice

promotes structural stability, physiological

immunity, and emotional health, as it helps us

restore and develop balance, stability,

strength, flexibility, skeletal alignment, and

mechanical freedom.



“Checking the impulses of mind is yoga” -Patanjali

“Yoga is attaining the pose” -Ved vyas,

“Yoga is skill in actions.” -Lord Krishna.

“Yoga is the way or method through which internal and 
external facilities of man meet in totality and changes occur 
and by which may achieve God or feel his existence and may 
become the part of Him”. -Sri Aurobindo,





After learning this unit, you will be able to:

1. Describe the meaning, aims and objectives
of Yoga

2. State the scope of and importance of Yoga

3. Know the benefits and types of yoga

4. Understand the concept of physical exercise

difference between physical exercise and
yoga



The aim of yoga is control over the mind. A man
who cannot control his mind will find it difficult to
attain divine communion, but the self-controlled
man can attain it if he tries hard and directs his
energy by the right means.

The main aim of yoga is integrating the body, mind,
and thoughts so as to work for good ends. Modern
life style leads to diseases, which are mostly due to
poor food habits, heavy daily routines and to air and
water pollution in turn easily affect the used to
preserve are to destroy. With a matchstick one can
light a candle and illuminate the house.



At the same time it can also be used to torch a house. Like that,

our mind can also be used for either good or bad purposes.

Many poets have compared our minds with a monkey. Monkey

would not sit at one place. It will jump here and there. Like a

monkey, our thoughts will be always wandering, and

ultimately that will disturb the mind and is kept without peace.

Through systematic and regular Yogic practices, the body may

be made healthier and its resistance power to fight against the

diseases could be enhanced. By practicing yoga the mind will

get sharpened and the concentration and memory power may

developed. Thus, minds could be canalized for thinking the

right good thoughts. Then the good and healthy thoughts will

develop in the right direction. Yoga will pave the way for an

individual to do any action peacefully and perfectly.



The main objectives of the Yogic practices are to make 

one free from diseases, ignorance, egoism, miseries the 

affiliations of old age, and fear of death etc.




